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Abstract—Many collaboration platforms are realized as
service-oriented systems enabling flexible compositions of
services and support of interactions. Interactions between
entities in such systems do not only span software services,
but also human actors. A mixed service-oriented system
is therefore composed of human and software services. In
open environments, interactions between people and services
are highly dynamic and often influenced by the role and
reputation of collaboration partners. In this paper we present
an architecture for the management of trust in such mixed
systems environments. In contrast to traditional solutions
that typically focus on the matching of actors’ skills and
competencies with collaboration requirements only, we propose a trust-based ’feedback loop’ enabling the inference
and consideration of trust relationships based on observed
interactions. This cycle, spanning interaction monitoring,
trust analysis, trust-enabled collaboration planning, and
trust-supported execution of activities and tasks, permits
dynamic and trust-aware collaborations in service-oriented
environments.
Keywords-trust cycle; trust management; mixed system;
human and service interactions

I. I NTRODUCTION
Service-oriented architectures (SOA) were understood
as environments where software services are registered,
discovered, and invoked. This limited perspective on SOA
has changed over the past years because it has been realized by researchers and industry players that humans must
be part of such systems. Not only interactions between
software services and the ability to compose complex
flows are important, but rather the interplay between
compositions of human and software services. We define
such environments as mixed systems comprising software
services and Human-Provided Services (HPS, see [1]).
A key requirement for the success of mixed systems is
the ability to support interactions in a flexible yet reusable
manner. In this work, we focus on an activity-centric
approach to support and manage interactions between
various actors including people and software services. In
contrast to many existing approaches based on workflow
systems, activities are not predefined, for example by
an administrator that is responsible for the design of a
workflow. Activities can be modeled as templates before
collaborations and interactions start; however, activities
are flexible and can be reorganized by adding, removing,
or delegating activities at run-time. Hence, activities are
essential to allow for dynamics in interactions and to structure collaborations establishing the link between artifacts,
services, and people. Existing work [2], [3], [4] has studied

activities as a concept to cope with the challenges of
dynamic collaboration environments.
Activity-centric collaboration is useful in many different
application domains ranging from business-centric collaboration to large-scale social networking platforms. In
enterprises, an activity management platform can be used
to deal with the increasing complexity in coordination
and communication. For example, an activity workspace
allows people to manage their interactions (status, task
progress, or artifact changes) as well as various services
that can be used in the context of activities (e.g., communication services). On the other hand, people using
social networking platforms might use activities in a much
more informal way. Activities in a social context may
depict ’simple’ structures and flows, which are in a manner
similar to user defined data or mashups of services. Such
activity-based templates can be shared with other users to
support collaborations.
We strongly believe that trust and reputation mechanisms are key to the success of open dynamic serviceoriented environments. However, trust between human
and software services is emerging based on interactions.
Interactions, for example, may be categorized in terms of
success (e.g., failed or finished). Therefore, an important
aspect of our approach is the monitoring and analysis
of interactions to automatically determine trust in mixed
systems.
In this paper we present the following key contributions:
• We establish a detailed understanding of trust in
mixed (service-oriented) systems.
• We present our approach for the context-aware analysis of interactions to establish trust. The Vienna
Trust Emergence Framework (VieTE) [5] comprises
the most important features for the management and
calculation (mining) of trust.
• A graph-based algorithm to perform trust mining over
heteregenous sources of captured interaction data.
In Section II we start with the definition of trust
models for context-based interactions in mixed systems.
Our monitoring and analysis approach is inspired by a
feedback loop (Section III) that is typically applied to
self-organizing and managing systems. An architecture
and implementation overview of our VieTE framework is
given in Section IV, and an end-user perspective discussed
in Section V. We outline related work and approaches
in Section VI, and conclude and present future work in
Section VII.

II. T RUST M ODELING IN C OLLABORATIONS
A. Entity Roles and Trust Relations
In trust research the roles of entities in a directed trust
relation are often defined as trustor, which is the trusting
entity, and trustee which is the trusted entity [6].
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We distinguish between different kinds of trust relationships in a network of collaborating entities.
Direct Trust Relations. These relations base on firsthand experiences and are inferred from the success and
outcome of previous interactions between the trustor and
the trustee.
Recommendations. These relations, based on secondhand experiences, are inferred from the success and outcome of previous interactions between a well trusted entity
and the trustee. This case is depicted in Figure 1(a),
where the relation from a to b is derived by considering
the relations from a to c and from c to b, ultimately c
recommends b to a.
Reputation. Reputation is a concept where trust of the
trustor to the trustee is completely inferred from third party
relationships as depicted in Figure 1(b). By considering
trust of d, e, and f in b, a may derive a notion of trust
in b. Even though reputation is the most unreliable way
to determine trust (compared to first-hand experiences
or recommendations), it is nevertheless a useful concept,
especially the more third party relations to the trustee are
considered.
B. Context of Trust
Trust is context dependent, which means trust relations
cannot be determined generally, but with respect to a
particular situation [7], [6], [8]. Generally each situation,
which is determined and described by context data, is
unique and consists of multi-dimensional properties.
We developed a system for trust inference in collaborative environments; thus we are able to reduce the complexity of context elements. We define that collaboration
situations are basically reflected by describing the actually
performed activity, including the goal and nature of work.
In a simplified case, when considering only the type of
activities performed, a human trustor might trust a trustee
to organize a meeting (context 1), but not to develop a
software module (context 2). In this case contexts are
obviously different and not closely related to each other.
However, there are cases where contexts may be similar.
For instance, the trustor might have established trust to the
trustee regarding software implementation. This means the
trustor can trust the trustee to perform assigned activities
in the area of software implementation reliably in the given
time with the required quality. If the trustor wants to

know how much s/he can trust the trustee with respect
to software testing activities, trust can be inferred from
the relation regarding software implementation, because
both implementation and testing are part of software development, and thus activities in both fields will typically
have similar requirements. Hence, the concept of trust context allows (i) distinguishing trust relations with respect
to different contexts and thus, expressing trust relations
more precisely and reliably, and (ii) deriving relations
for new situations based on relations in other, but similar
situations. We call the second case trust propagation over
contexts. This concept permits considering trust relations
established in different contexts by taking the similarities
between contexts into account.
C. The Diversity of Trust
Trust is a diverse concept and relies on various impacting factors. Figure 2 depicts the most important influences
on the trust relationship from a trustor to a trustee with
respect to context 1.
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The profile of the trustee, such as the educational status
and job position, is utilized, e.g., when it comes to collaboration partner selection or activity assignment. The profile
describes if the trustee owns the formal competencies
to be trusted to perform a given activity reliably. The
current situation of the trustor, such as his risks and
expectations with respect to a particular situation is a
further influencing factor. Decisions about whom to trust
always depend on the risks the trustor is facing. If the
trustor wants to assign the trustee a particular activity, but
the negative consequences for the trustor are high in case
the activity is not performed well, then the trustor will
not trust the trustee carelessly. The context, describing
the activity to perform or the overall project to realize,
is used to determine which previous interactions have to
be aggregated to determine the direct trust relation. Interactions with respect to other contexts, can be utilized for
trust inference as well (however with reduced relevance),
especially if previous situations and current situation share
similar contextual properties. Furthermore, direct recommendations from well-known and trusted recommenders
are taken into account. This concept utilizes the transitivity
of trust and is known as trust propagation. Experiments
have shown that this concept works well in several cases
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Before we show our new approach for dynamic trust
inference, we introduce the most important applied concepts.
A. Supported Interactions
We define a mixed systems environment which consists
of actors of different types, including humans, services,
and also humans offering their capabilities as services
(Human-Provided Services [1]), interacting with each
other to perform a given set of activities contributing
towards a common goal. In this environment, we distinguish between the following interactions: (a) Humanservice interactions: services can be used to realize collaboration functions in a flexible manner. Humans are able
to use services (the representation frontend) to perform
collaborations. Typical human-service interactions include
map services, document sharing service, etc. (b) Human
interactions as part of software service compositions:
many service interaction scenarios demand for human
interactions. A popular example is BPEL4People [11].
(c) Human interactions using Human-provided Services:
Our previous work included the support of service-human
interactions (e.g., see [1]), allowing humans to express and
offer their capabilities as services. (d) Interactions between
software services: such interaction scenarios are found in
compositions of software services. For example, output
of service A is used as input by service B. (e) Service
initiated interactions towards humans: such scenarios include notifications or news feeds, which are pushed toward
humans.
Besides capturing the type, each interaction is described
by particular properties, such as its context, success,
exchanged data, and time constraints.
B. Interaction Context
Our system is based on the notion of activities. Activities represent work done and actions performed by actors
of different type. The activity model, as shown in Figure
3, allows collaborations to be structured in a flexible way.
The model supports dynamic collaborations in mixed
systems because activities can be created at runtime. This
is needed to support more flexibility and agility in interactions. An activity may comprise a set of sub-activities
which can be assigned to different actors. Activity templates describe the ’how-to’ execute a particular activity
and what services to be used to work on that activity, and
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[9], [10]. The profiles of recommenders, may represent
a valuable source of data, to decide if and how much
someone’s recommendation can be trusted. The reputation
of the trustee, is defined as the aggregated community
trust and determined by the sum of all trust relations from
different entities in the trustee. Considering reputation only
is the most unreliable kind of determining trust, because it
does not take personal preferences into account. However,
even if the trustor has not established relations to the
recommending entities, a reasonable notion of trust can
be inferred when relying on large sets of opinions.
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Activity model.

are associated with requirements that are used to control
the assignment of actors. Activities can be organized in
sets to assemble more complex activities out of the simple
ones. The execution of activities and services has to be
based on the context of the environment. In activity-centric
collaboration, context is any information that lets the
actor understand and estimate the current situation, work
environment, and the information that is relevant given the
actor’s current activity. For example, an actor working on
an activity needs to know details such as the description,
progress and start date of the activity, associated artifacts
and their status; information regarding tools, services, and
available devices; and context details regarding co-actors
(presence status or location information), and finally discussions that are relevant for an activity. However, services
are not only used as resources to accomplish activities;
instead services play an active role in compositions. For
example, services can trigger notifications or reminders
based on context information.
During the execution activities can also be delegated
to change the ownership and responsibility for a specific
activity. Actors perform different types of actions, such as
coordinating work, discussing with other actors, or executing some kinds of tasks. The combination of executed
actions and performed activities appropriately reflects the
situation of interacting actors for trust inference.
C. The Cycle of Trust
Our system design follows the MAPE approach [12], as
depicted in Figure 4. MAPE, incorporating basic concepts
from the control engineering domain, describes a cycle
consisting of four phases, which are monitor, analyze,
plan and execute. Periodically running through these four
phases establishes a kind of environmental feedback control, and therefore, allows to adapt to varying circumstances. Applied in our environment, we are able to infer
trust dynamically during ongoing collaborations.
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In the Monitoring Phase our system observes ongoing
collaborations, particularly the creation of new activities,
actions executed therein, and interactions taking place,
according to the previous descriptions, between humans,
services, and HPSs. These interactions, including their
types and contexts, are captured and modeled as an
interaction network utilized in further trust analyzes. In the
Analyzing Phase the created interaction network is used
to infer trust relationships. For this purpose, the relevance
of each interaction is graded automatically considering
configurable trust constraints (Con). These constraints
define the scope of trust and depend on the purpose of trust
inference, e.g., constraints differ when calculating trust in
an actor to fulfill a particular activity type, or trust in an
actor to hold a particular involvement role. Direct trust
relationships are calculated by evaluating interactions and
their relevance in the defined scope. Based on these direct
trust relationships, the concepts of recommendation and
reputation are applied to establish relationships relying
on second-hand experience and collective opinions. The
following Planning Phase covers the set up of collaboration scenarios taking the inferred trust relations into
account. Furthermore, trust constraints for the next run of
the cycle are configured with respect to planned activity
requirements. This means it is set up which contextual
properties have to be taken into account when calculating trust. This depends on the planning use case, such
as the composition of actors, the assignment of roles
and responsibilities, the assignment and scheduling of
activities, and sharing of artifacts. The Execution Phase
provides support to enhance the execution of activities,
including observing activity deadlines, solving activity
scheduling conflicts, checking the availability of actors,
and compensation of resource limitations. Furthermore, in
parallel the collaboration behavior of actors is monitored,
including their actions and interactions. This closes the
cycle of trust.
IV. A RCHITECTURE AND I MPLEMENTATION
We developed the VieTE architecture depicted in Figure
5, that has been developed utilizing the MAPE approach.
Users, logged in to the management portal, can register
new humans and services by entering their profile data.
Furthermore, they manage own activities and specify trust
constraint sets. On system level, interactions are monitored, captured by software sensors, and analyzed using

the configured trust constraints. Recent analysis results
lead to the formation of new trust relations, and impact
existing ones. This knowledge about existing trust relations can be retrieved through a Web service component
(Trust Provisioning). On the one side, the management
portal itself uses this knowledge, e.g., to suggest new team
compositions or activity delegations based on interpersonal
trust. On the other side, further third-party collaboration
tools could use this knowledge as it is provided in a
standardized manner (SOAP and REST-based versions).
VieTE – Vienna Trust Emergence Framework
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VieTE architecture.

In the following, we discuss in detail the realization of
each phase of the MAPE cycle.
A. Monitoring
The Logging component captures interactions during
activity execution, such as human communication through
services and Web service calls (Listing 1), e.g., through
intercepting SOAP calls, and explicit actions undertaken
by actors through VieTE’s Management Portal, such as
the delegation of activities (see Listing 2). Data of both
sources are processed, including analysis of faults and interaction correlation to discover request-response patterns
[13], and converted to more generic interactions. This
generic type describes in detail the type and success of
an interaction between two particular actors (Listing 3).

At the end of each run through the monitoring phase,
an interaction network is built based on available generic
interactions and stored in the interaction database (see
Figure 5). We model this network as a directed graph
GI = (V, EI ), whose vertices V represent the actors and
multiple edges EI reflect interactions between them. An
edge eı = (u, v, ı, ctx) is described by the source u of an
interaction, the sink v, the generic interaction ı with its
properties, and the interaction context ctx.
<ServiceInteraction>
<clientEndpoint>192.168.0.101</clientEndpoint>
<messageCorrelationID>000a1460−25ba−...</messageCorrelationID>
<messageType>Response</messageType>
<serviceEndpoint>http://www.coin−ip.eu/ss/IMService</serviceEndpoint>
<eventSourceID>AL−invoke@192.168.0.100</eventSourceID>
<timeStamp>1207212091812</timeStamp>
</ServiceInteraction>

Listing 1.

Service interaction log example.

<Action xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns="http://www.coin-ip.eu/ns/action"
xsi:type="CoordinationAction"
ActionURI="http://www.coin-ip.eu/CoordinationAction#6564"
DescribesActivityURI="http://www.coin-ip.eu/Activity#222"
Timestamp="2009-03-05T15:13:21.563Z">
<ExecutedBy>http://www.coin−ip.eu/Actor#Daniel</ExecutedBy>
<CoordinationType>
<DelegateType>Delegate</DelegateType>
</CoordinationType>
<ToActor>http://www.coin−ip.eu/Actor#Florian</ToActor>
</Action>

Listing 2.

Action log example.

<GenericInteraction>
<sender>http://www.coin−ip.eu/Actor#Daniel</sender>
<receiver>http://www.coin−ip.eu/Actor#Florian</receiver>
<class>human−human</class>
<type>Coordination</type>
<subtype>MeetingOrganization</subtype>
<numberOfConcernedCoActors>5</numberOfConcernedCoActors>
<success>true</success>
<successLevel>3</successLevel>
<faultLevel>0</faultLevel>
<faultReason></faultReason>
<transportService>http://www.coin−ip.eu/ss/IMService</transportService>
<context>http://www.coin−ip.eu/Activity#222</context>
<timeStamp>1207212091812</timeStamp>
</GenericInteraction>

Listing 3.

Generic interaction log example.

B. Analyzing
We understand trust to emerge from and to be highly impacted by the success (or faults) and types of interactions,
considered with respect to particular situations described
by the introduced context model.
For inferring trust relations, we define a second graph
model, the trust network GT = (V, ET ), where the actors
V are the same as in GI , but the edges eτ = (u, v, τ, Con)
reflect the level of direct trust τ ∈ [0, 1], emerging
from interactions, with respect to the satisfaction of given
constraints Con. Algorithm 1 is used to update GT with
the captured GI , applying the given constraints Con used
to weight the influence of interactions on trust calculation.
Algorithm 1 is periodically executed by the system
to update the trust network, stored in the trust database
(see Figure 5), considering captured interactions in predefined time intervals. The basic mode of operation is
as follows: (i) Retrieve GI built from recent interactions

Table I
S YMBOL DESCRIPTIONS .
Symbol

Description

α
Con
ctx
∆τ

impact factor of ∆τ on τ
set of constraints determining the relevance of ı
interaction context described by activity structures
trust obtained from recent interactions captured in the last
run of the execution phase
edge in GI and GT respectively
fault score based on a set of ı
relevance of ı calculated using Con
interaction network modeled as graph GI = (V, EI )
trust network modeled as graph GT = (V, ET )
generic interaction between actors
success score based on a set of ı
direct trust ∈ [0, 1] evolving over time
recommended trust from neighbors
source vertex of an interaction
sink vertex of an interaction

eı , et
fI
γ
GI
GT
ı
sI
τ
τrec
u
v

Algorithm 1 Periodic update of GT with recently captured
GI applying Con
/* retrieve GI = (V, EI ) from the interaction db */
/* retrieve GT = (V, ET ) from the trust db */
/* retrieve Con from the constraints db */
for each u ∈ V do
for each v ∈ V do
if getEdges(EI , u, v) 6= ∅ then
if getEdge(ET , u, v, Con) = 0 then
et ← createEdge(u, v, 0, Con)
else
et ← getEdge(ET , u, v, Con)
end if
fI ← 0, sI ← 0
τ ← getT rust(et )
for each eı ∈ getEdges(EI , u, v) do
ı ← getInteraction(eı )
ctx ← getContext(eı )
γ ← satisf y(Con, ctx)
sI ← sI + successLevel(ı) · γ
fI ← fI + f aultLevel(ı) · γ
end for
I
∆τ ← sIs+f
I
τ ← ∆τ · α + τ · (1 − α)
updateT rust(ET , et , τ )
end if
end for
end for
/* save updated GT in trust db */
/* dispose GI in interaction db */

in the previous run of the execution phase. Furthermore
get current GT and configured constraints. (ii) Extract all
interactions from GI between the ordered pair of actors
(u, v). (iii) Determine aggregated success score (sI ) and
fault score (fI ) for available interactions from u to v.
These scores are based on the level of success and fault
respectively of an interaction ı, and on the satisfaction of
constraints with respect to the interaction context (γ in

Equation 1 expresses the relevance of an interaction for
given constraints). (iv) Calculate trust (∆τ ) from u to v
only based on recent interactions. (v) Update previous trust
τ with ∆τ by applying the exponential moving average1
method using the weighting factor α ∈ [0, 1]. (vi) Update
changed trust edge et in GT . (vii) Repeat steps (ii) to (vi)
for each ordered pair of actors. (viii) Finally, save GT ,
and dispose processed GI .
The function satisf y() applies Equation 1 to determine
the relevance γ ∈ [0, 1] of an interaction by comparing
to which extend configured constraints Con match to the
interaction context ctx. Each single constraint is set up
with a weight. The result of the function match() is either
true or false.
P
match(c, ctx) · weight(c)
P
(1)
γ = ∀c∈Con
∀c∈Con weight(c)
On top of GT we realize algorithms for deriving recommendations and reputations. Algorithm 2 implements
the inference of a collective recommendation trust τrec
from a trustor u to a trustee v, by evaluating all secondhand experiences of the vertices vertexList with respect
to set constraints (Con not shown for the sake of brevity).
Recommendations from different vertices w ∈ vertexList
may have different impact (e.g., depending on the actors’
roles) reflected by im(w). The concept of reputation can
be realized in a similar way, but without accounting for
the connections to a particular trustor.
Algorithm 2 recommendation(u, v, vertexList)
τrec ← 0
sum ← 0
for each w ∈ vertexList do
if predecessor(w) = u ∧ successor(w) = v then
τrec ← τrec + τ (u, w) · τ (w, v) · im(w)
sum ← sum + im(w)
end if
end for
τrec
return sum
The outcome of the analyzing phase is a global view
on trust relations between actors. The Trust Provisioning
Web service interface (see Figure 5) offers the ability to
query the periodically updated GT using, for example,
the Management Portal. Besides directed trust relations in
GT , recommendations as well as reputations with respect
to configured constraints can be dynamically obtained.
C. Planning
Planning collaborations includes the selection of trusted
actors for particular activities. Thus, defining the constraints used to infer trust from interactions is part of
the planning phase. These constraints are configured for
specific trust cases. As an example, consider that trust in
humans has to be determined regarding their management
skills. Constraints will be set up in order to parameterize
1 http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/

the algorithm emphasizing the performance of past organizational activities and management interactions therein.
For defining constraints we integrated the popular
Drools2 engine in VieTE and utilize the Java semantic
module. Listing 4 shows an example constraint definition. Furthermore, the relevance of each constraint is
weighted (ConWeight). This weight is used by the function
satisf y() to determine the degree to which constraints are
fulfilled with respect to each interaction’s context.
<rule−set name="trust_constraints"
xmlns="http://drools.org/rules"
xmlns:java="http://drools.org/semantics/java">
<application−data identifier="results">
java.util.HashMap
</application−data>
<rule name="CheckIfTypeOfActivityIsOrganizational">
<parameter identifier="context">
<class>at.ac.tuwien.infosys.viete.InteractionContext</class>
</parameter>
<java:condition>
context.getActivity().getType().equals("organizational")
</java:condition>
<java:consequence>
results.put("RuleActivityTypeIsOrg", ConWeight.MEDIUM);
</java:consequence>
</rule>
<rule name="...">
...
</rule>
</rule−set>

Listing 4.

Constraint definition example.

D. Executing
In the execution phase the actual collaboration between
actors in activities takes place. Every collaboration system
requires typical procedures such as escalations that are
triggered based on missed deadlines or limited resource
availability. VieTE supports these procedures by providing
trust relations between affected actors and thus supporting
decision making to solve the problems.
V. D ISCUSSION
In this section we present an example screenshot of
VieTE’s Management Portal in Figure 6 to demonstrate
the application of the VieTE framework in a real world
collaboration scenario. We show how the end-user is
supported in trust-based selection of actors to perform a
specific activity.
In the left frame (Activity Selection) an activity structure is visualized. The details of the selected activity are
shown in the lower box, including the name and type,
a short description, temporal constraints (deadlines), the
current status (pending, running, paused, finished, failed),
and assigned resources (e.g., documents).
The right frame (Activity Execution Support) consists
of 5 tabs:
• Actor Evaluation providing information about the
user’s personal trust relations to other actors as well
as their reputation.
• Actor Composition is used for creating new ’mixed’
teams, i.e., compositions of humans and services.
2 http://sourceforge.net/projects/drools/

Figure 6.

VieTE trust and activity management portal.

Resource Management enables users to manage virtual resources, such as documents, and physical resources, including conference room reservations.
• Service Operation provides facilities to dynamically
interact with software services by generating custom
user interfaces and SOAP messages based on services’ operations.
• Human Communication provides facilities to dynamically interact with humans by the means of e-mail,
instant messaging or text chats.
We assume that the user has certain trust preferences,
for example, selecting the most trusted service. (However,
at this stage we do not consider trade-off models to
account for multiple criteria such as costs versus trust.)
Therefore, the top box of the right frame allows the
selection of a particular actor to be evaluated. The results
of trust evaluation in this co-actor (expressed as emoticons:
happy, neutral, sad), based on interaction metrics such as
successful calls and availability, is visualized. It is shown
that the ’Information Distribution Service’ behaves trustworthy for the logged in user (personal evaluation: happy
emoticon), however the composed actor experience from
the involved activity members is only medium (neutral
emoticon). The global experience is largely negative (sad
emoticon).
The lower box shows actors with similar features as the
currently selected one, for supporting fast replaceability
(here: three software services and one Human-Provided
service). Furthermore, their recommendations from welltrusted actors (’buddies’) and their global reputation is
visualized.
•

VI. R ELATED W ORK
Recently, trust in service-oriented systems has become
a very important research area. Many EU-funded projects

such as COIN3 as well as Master4 or Spike5 focus on, for
example, trusted collaboration in networked enterprises.
Marsh [14] introduced trust as a computational concept,
including a basic definition of trust, the factors it relies on
and first concepts to model trust. Based on this work, several definitions of and models for trust have been proposed.
Some surveys of trust related to computer science have
been performed [7], [8], [15], which outline common concepts of trust, clarify the terminology and show the most
popular trust models. From the many existing definitions
of trust, we adopt those from [16], [17], which describe
that trust relies on previous interactions and collaboration
encounters.
Various computational trust models have been introduced ([18], [19]), as well as service reputation models
([20], [21]). However, these models mostly focus human
relations or software services only, and are not suitable to
manage trust relations in our context-aware mixed systems
environments, comprising of collaborating humans and
services.
Trust in SOA has to be managed and updated in an
automated manner. SOA-based infrastructures are typically distributed comprising a large number of available
services and huge amounts of interaction logs. A trust
management framework for service-oriented environments
has been presented in [22], however without considering
human actors in SOA.
Context dependent trust was investigated by [7], [8],
[14], [17]. Context-aware computing focusing modeling
and sensing of context can be found in [23], [24], [25],
[26].
3 http://www.coin-ip.eu
4 http://www.master-fp7.eu
5 http://www.spike-project.eu

VII. C ONCLUSION

AND

F URTHER W ORK

In this paper we presented our approach for the management and inference of trust in mixed service-oriented
systems. Interactions in such systems are typically highly
dynamic making it impractical to manage trust in a manual
manner. At this stage, we focused on the design of
the VieTE architecture and a graph-based algorithm to
calculate trust. In our future work, we plan to set up and
evaluate real scenarios in cross-enterprise collaborations.
We will study influence factors on trust inference such as
the impact of constraints and fine tuning of the presented
algorithm.
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